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Pray for all those who have been, or continue to be, affected by COVID 19.
Please pray for all those undergoing treatment for Cancer, that they will know God’s peace
Pray there will be a swift resolution to the conflict in Israel and Palestine and healing
between the 2 nations
That our church family, younger and older will be encouraged, have peace of mind, and
feel strength when visiting loved ones
Please pray for Mosaic Church as we meet at 2pm today. Pray for the families who attend,
that they will come to know Jesus
Pray for those with the need to buy, rent or sell properties in Clevedon
That time shared with loved ones is joyful and fun and when this is difficult, that we will
know Gods help
Pray for our afternoon communion service
For those that work caring for our elderly may they find the best in difficult situations and
that workers are recognised for resilience and valuable contributions into our loved ones’
quality of life everyday
Thank you God, for the beauty in nature that surrounds us; trees, flowers, birds
The gifts we all have and are to one another. How we interpret the situations we find
ourselves in and the unique circumstances leading to these. Telling our story. May we be
able to have treasured memories shared and revived relationships
Pray for young children whose lives have been hugely altered during these past 18
months as they’ve missed out on many of their usual joys. For their mental wellbeing as
they try to understand what’s going on in these strange times
Pray for Dawn Brown as she speaks at CBC today
Pray for businesses and the economy, for people struggling to get back on their feet and
those still on furlough who are worried about whether they will have employment in the
longer term. For the impact on shops and local town/city centres.
For Europe struggling with pandemic control measures where people are still dying or in
lockdown with little or no hope for escape
It's Prayer Focus tonight - pray that we would pray in the Spirit together
Pray that the governments around the world will prioritise God-informed recovery solutions
For co-operation and shared vision among leaders of churches in Clevedon
Invite the Holy Spirit to guide you in your prayers today – see what He’ll show you!
Pray for Gary Woodall as he speaks at CBC today
Pray for your nearest neighbours today and look out for an opportunity to bless them
Pray for people meeting up for social gatherings or those travelling, give people guidance
and wisdom to make informed decisions
Pray for all those dealing with mental stress, addiction, abuse and physical illness
For prisoners suffering for their faith in many parts of the world, that they may be kept
strong in the Lord and a good witness to fellow inmates
Remember all those suffering from the pandemic in India and those attempting to help
‘Pray for the peace of Jerusalem’ - the ancient but still relevant plea
Pray for Muddy Church
Pray for homeless people in our cities and those around the world who are starving
Lord help us share the hope you bring with people who are struggling and remind them
that they are not forgotten. Help them to find a way out of their suffering
Pray that each of our church members may be used of God to further his kingdom

